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thoughts, feelings, and
chinery of their minds.

How do you separate fantasy from realityl How can you be sure
the story of your life both from long ago and minute to minute is
true I There is a pleasant vindication to be found when you accept
that you can't' No one can' yet we persist and thrive. who you think
you are is sort of l ike a movie based on true events, which is not
necessarily a bad thing. The details may be embellished, but the big
picture, the general idea, is probably a good srory worth hearing
about.
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THE MISCONCEPTION: Your opinions are the result

of years of rational, objectiue analysis.

THE TRUTH: Your opinions are the result of years of pay-

ing attention to information that confirmed uhat you be-

lieued, while ignoring information that challenged your

preconceiued notions.

Have you ever had a conversation in which some old movie was

mentioned, something likeThe Golden Child, or maybe even some-

thing more obscure i

You laughed about it, quoted lines from it, wondered what h"p-

pened to the actors you never saw again, and then you forgot about it.

Unt i l  . . .

You are fl ipping channels one night and all of the sudden you

seeThe Golden Ch,ild is playing. Weird.

The next d^y you are reading a news storl, and out of nowhere

it mentions forgotten movies from the 1980s, and holy shit, there

are three paragraphs about The Golden Child. You see a trailer that

night at the theater for a new Eddie Murphy movie, and then you
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see a billboard on the street promoting Charlie Murphy doing
stand-up in town, and then one of your friends sends you a link ro a
post at T\42 showing recent photos of the actress from The Golden
chitd.

What is happening here I Is the universe trying to tell you some-
thingl

No. This is how confirmation bias works.
Since the conversation with your friends, |ou've fl ipped chan-

nels plenty of times; you've walked past lors of bil lboards; you've
seen dozens of stories about celebrities; you've been exposed to a
handful of movie trai lers.

The thing is, you disregarded all the other informarion, all the
stuff unrelated to The Golden Chitd. Out of all the chaos, all the
morsels of data, you noticed only the bits that called back ro some-
thing sitting on top of your brain. A few weeks back, when Eddie
Murphy and his Tibetan adventure were stil l submerged beneath a
heap of pop culture at the bonom of your skull, you wouldn'r have
paid any special arrention to references to it.

I f  you are thinking about buyirg a part icular make of new car)
you suddenly see people driving that car all over the roads. If you
iust ended a longtime relationship, every song you hear seems to be
written about love. If you are havirg a baby, 1,ou start to see babies
everywhere. Confirmation bias is seeing the world through a fi lter.

The examples above are a sort of,passive version of the phenom-
enon. The real trouble begins when confirmation bias distorts vour
active pursuit of facts.

Punditry is an industry built on confirmation bias. Rush Lim-
baugh and Keith Olbermann, Glenn Beck and Arianna Huffing-
ton, Rachel Maddow and Ann Coultel-*1sse people provide fuel
for beliefs, they pre-filter the world to march exisring worldviews.
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If their fi lter is l ike your fi lter, you love them. If it isn't, you hate
them. You watch them not for information, but for confirmation.

Be careful. People like to be told what they already know.
Remember that. They get uncomfortable when you tell
them new things. New things . . . well, new things aren't
what they expect. They like to know that, sal, a dog will bite
a man. That is what dogs do. They don't want to know that
man bites a dog;, because the world is not supposed to hup-

pen like that. In short, what people think they want is news,
but what they really crave is olds . . . Not news but olds, tell-
itg people that what they think they already know is true.

L o n o r,, ;3ffJ X:;; ; ;;: : ";:;'";X:;:;

f)uring the 2008 U.S. presidential election, researcher Valdis
Krebs at orgnet.com analyzed purchasing trends on Am azon. Peo-
ple who already supported Obama were the same people buying
books that painted him in a positive light. People who already dis-
liked Obama were the ones buying books paintirg him in a nega-
tive light. |ust as with pundits, people weren't buyirg books for the
information, they were buying them for the confirmation. Krebs
has researched purchasing trends on Am azon and the clustering
habits of people on social networks for years, and his research shows
what psychological research into confirmation bias predicts: you
want to be right about how you see the world, so you seek out infor-
mation that confirms your beliefs and avoid contradictory evidence
and opinions.

Half a century of research has placed confirmation bias among
the most dependable of mental stumbling blocks. fournalists look-
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ing to tell a certain story must avoid rhe rendency to ignore evidenceto the contrary; scientists looking to prove a hypothesis musr avoiddesignitg experiments with little wiggle room for alternare out-comes' without confirmation bias, conspiracy theories wourd fallapart' Did we really put a man on the moon r If you are looking forproof we didn'r, you can find it.

In a 1979 university of Minnesora study by Mark snyder andNancy cantor' people read about a week in the life of an imaginarywoman named fane' Throughout the week, fane did things thatshowcased she could be extroverted ir, ,*" ,ir.r"tions and intro-verted in others' A few days passed. The subjects were asked to re-turn' Researchers divided the people into groups and asked them tohelp decide i f  /ane would be suited for a part icular job.one groupwas asked if she would be a good librarian; the other group wasasked if shc would be a good real esrate agenr. In the ribrariangroup' peoplc remembered fane as an introvert. In the rear estategroup' they remembered her being an extrovert. After this, wheneach group wzrs asked if she would be good at the other profession,people stuck with their original assessment, saying she wasn,t suitedfor the other iob' The study suggests even in your memories you falrprey to confi rmation bias, recalling those things that support evenrecently-arrivecl-at beliefs and forgettirg those things that conrra-dict them.

An ohio state study in 2009 showed people spend 36 percenrrnore time reading an essay if that essay aligns with their opinions.Another stud v at ohio state in 200e showed ,;;;;,;, of theparody show The corbert Report,and peopre who considered them-selves pol i t ical ly conservative consistently reported,,corbert onrypretends to b. joking and genuinely meanr what he said.,,over time, by never seekirg the antirhetical, through accumu_
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l;rting subscriptions to magazines, stacks of books, and hours of tele-

'ision, you can become so confident in your worldview that no one
t :rr dissuade you.

Remember, there's always someone out there will ing to sell eye-
lralls to advertisers by offering a guaranteed audience of people
Ittoking for validation. Ask yourself if you are in that audience. In
science, |ou move closer to the truth by seeking evidence to the con-
t rary. Perhaps the same method should inform your opinions as
well .


